Adresse

Pays
Téléphone
Télécopie
Internet

Vertech´
Campus SaoneOr
11, rue Alfred Kastler
71100 Chalon-sur-Saône
France
0033 385 981919
0033 385 981918
www.vertech.eu

Employées
Année de fondation
Exports en %

30
1995
86 %

CORRESPONDANTS
Contact 1.
Contact 2.
Contact 3.
Contact 4.

M. Ulas Topal
C.E.O
M. Andrea Borgno
Italy Branch Director
Département Recruitment
Phone:
Mme. Anne-Sophie Lelièvre
Communication and Marketing Officer

PRODUITS OU MACHINES
Since 1995, Vertech’ has been the reference provider of software solutions for the glass industry. With a wide range
of products, SIL provides glassmakers with very precise, real time KPIs on the performance of the whole plant.
Thanks to all this shared data and the full traceability of products, production rates improve, losses decrease and
customer risks are reduced.
SIL is a Manufacturing Execution System that can be installed from the batch to the palettizer, through the mold shop
and quality labs.
With over 650 lines equipped in 29 countries worldwide, SIL is active at an international scale.
• SILC - Supervise your production in real time
SILC is a data acquisition system used daily in a plant by managers as well as operators at the hot end and cold
end.
• SILX - All KPIs at a glance
SILX displays real time KPIs coming directly from SIL and accessible to all key players in a plant or at the
headquarters of a group.
• SIL4.0 - Your Production Process under Control
SIL4.0 is a key-application for manufacturers providing them with all the necessary elements to meet current and
future challenges. Tons of data acquired in real time everywhere in the glass plant are essential to manage a group,
analyze the past and predict the future.
• SILXQual - When quality controls go hand in hand with efficiency
SILXQual aims are to manage production quality and record measurements data to lead towards quick and targeted
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analyses.
• SILXPallet - Send your pallets with total peace of mind
SILXPallet manages quality of pallets thanks to statistical controls, and determines if a pallet is accepted or blocked.
• SILXMould - Keep track of your molds
SILXMould manages single molds and mold sets in real time, allowing the viewing of individual mold status and
traceability at a glance.
• SILXGlass - In search of the perfect batch recipe
SILXGlass is a quality control management system on raw materials and glass campaigns for the glass laboratory.
• SILDeco - Monitor the performance of your decoration lines
SILDeco is a software for acquiring data on glass decoration lines in order to make them even more efficient.
• SILResorting - Resorting under control
SILResorting displays significant information such as the list of defects, progress and the reject rate during the
resorting process.
• SILTableware - Tableware and enhanced productivity
SILTableware is a software for acquiring data, specifically developed for tableware production.

HISTOIRE DE L´ENTREPRISE
Since 1995, Vertech’ has been the reference provider of software solutions for the glass industry. With a wide range
of products, SIL provides glassmakers with very precise, real time KPIs on the performance of the whole plant.
Thanks to all this shared data and the full traceability of products, production rates improve, losses decrease and
customer risks are reduced.
SIL is a Manufacturing Execution System that can be installed from the batch to the palettizer, through the mold shop
and quality labs.
With over 650 lines equipped in 29 countries worldwide, SIL is active at an international scale.
Vertech’, as a leader in the glass industry, keeps adapting to glassmakers’ needs and market trends. What’s the
recipe for success at Vertech’? The answer is quite simple: a perfect balance between a high level of expertise on
the glass production process, an excellent mastery of the industrial software and a strong involvement of the team. By
applying this formula and its values, Vertech’ maintains its position as world-leading software provider for the glass
industry.
On top of a very complete system, SIL offer includes an individualized follow-up, an annual maintenance contract, an
on-site installation and a customer service.

Company Profile of Vertech´
A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
Les informations publiées sur ce document sont soumises au droit d´auteur et appartiennent à la société en question resp. à la source des
addresses. Tous les droits sont réservés expressément. N´importe quel utilisateur qui accède à un tel matériel peut faire ainsi seulement
pour sa propre utilisation personnelle, et l´usage d´un tel matériel est au risque unique de l´utilisateur. La redistribution ou toute autre
exploitation commerciale des addresses est expressément interdite. Là où une addresse est fournie par un tiers, chaque utilisateur
accepte d´observer et être lié par les limites spécifiques de l´utilisation. Glass Global ne représente ou n´approuve pas l´exactitude ou la
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fiabilité d´aucune des informations citées dans les adresses ou pages externes auxquelles l´on se réfère ici.www.glassglobal.com - The
International Portal to the Glass Industry - OGIS GmbH
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